RE: CYCLOPS SECURITY OFFER FOR COURTRAI (DECEMBER & JANUARY PERIOD)
The CNW Committee has recently met with Cyclops Security, as well as most of the security
companies operating in Courtrai over the past 12 months. We would like to give Cyclops a 2-month
trial for December and January. This period is traditionally a high crime period.
About Cyclops: This company currently provides security to the rural areas of Banghoek Valley,
Simondium region and Suid Agter Paarl . We have checked out references, and we are satisfied.
The offer is as follows:










A vehicle dedicated to Courtrai
Dedicated staff that are tactically armed (who will be known to us, and not constantly replaced
with new staff)
A dedicated phone number, where you can call or WhatsApp the patrol vehicle
Infrared (heat sensing) cameras in the vehicle, enabling the guards to see someone hiding
behind a bush at night. These cameras are highly effective over a range in excess of 200m
24/7 patrolling
A dog in the vehicle
Random foot patrols
Suspicious vehicle monitoring and access to criminal (i.e. wanted) vehicle database
The cost is R300 per month (i.e. R10 per day) per house

How we believe this help the neighbourhood:


The company uses some innovative and advanced methods to secure the neighbourhood.
This, along with more active and visible patrolling should result in a reduction in crime

What is required:





We need buy-in from as many Courtrai residents as possible otherwise it cannot go ahead
Please indicate ASAP, but by Friday, 18 November latest if you are “in” for the trial period.
You can do this by:
o Sending a WhatsApp to Stadler (079 069 5659) or Steve (082 829 5520)
o Emailing courtrai.residents@gmail.com
If enough support is achieved, we will send you the sign up forms and payment details on 25
November, and the service will start on 01 December.

After the two-month trial period has completed, everyone has the opportunity to indicate whether they
would like to proceed with the service, or not. There is no obligation after two months. We will be
evaluating Cyclops’s performance, as well as the other security companies over this period.
If you have any questions regarding the above, please contact Steve or Stadler.

